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Week 112, Day 6: Joan Borysenko, PhD and Rick Hanson, PhD 

Focus on Application 

Dr. Buczynski:  Hello everyone. We’re back. This is the part of the week where we’re going to focus on clinical 

application: how you can use these ideas with your patients.  

Let’s jump right in, guys. I’m going to start by asking you what stood out to you this week. How about if we 

start with you, Joan, and then we’ll go to you, Rick. 

 

Why Building a Relationship with a New Client is Crucial Yet Complex 

Dr. Borysenko:  First of all, Ruth, I just love this question. I’m glad that we’re going into it for another week, 

because oftentimes, if a first session doesn’t go well, there’s no second session. 

This week we really got an expanded view of what it is to come into attunement, to recognize it’s a very 

vulnerable thing, to come into therapy. It is like, “My goodness!” What will the therapist think of you? Will 

you be judged?  

In a way, it’s almost a setup for bringing up issues, many of which will come up later. How we handle that is 

so important. 

I always love Dan Siegel’s acronyms. I loved his “PART”: P for Presence, A for Attunement, R for Resonance, 

and T for Trust – to really get into that mindsight thing. 

But one other thing that really did resonate with me is just 

always how there’s a matter of balance. You want to come 

into attunement, be human, be vulnerable, develop a 

partnership – and yet you certainly don’t want your clients to 

idolize you.  

I was so glad that Zindel Segal brought that up, because from 

time to time it really happens to people, and you think, “Oh, my God – I hope they don’t believe all that 

press, because I’m just one more bozo on the bus!”  

“You want to come into 

attunement, be human, be 

vulnerable, develop a partnership 

– and yet you certainly don’t 

want your clients to idolize you.” 
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That’s happened to me upon occasion and that’s usually what I say: “We’re just two people coming 

together.” 

So it’s an interesting topic and a great week. 

Dr. Buczynski:  How about you, Rick? 

Dr. Hanson:  In a way, what stood out for me was the importance of 

taking a step back and not oversimplifying or idealizing the so-called “social-engagement system.” That’s a 

kind of terminology that’s being thrown around a lot these days.  

First of all, there’s no single social-engagement system; there are actually a whole bunch of mental neural 

modules that perform multiple functions. Sometimes they’re drawn upon in the service of relationships, and 

sometimes they’re drawn upon in the service of other things such as simply self-awareness for operating in 

the object world, independent of other people.  

The other thing is that the social-engagement system, or our relationship tendencies, don’t just activate 

when we feel safe. Often they activate when we don’t feel safe, and we seek relationships as this form of 

comfort, as a form of comfort and security.  

Flip it around; the so-called social-engagement system can be used in the service of many bad things. Con 

artists, authoritarian demagogues and all the rest can tap into the power of our profoundly social nature as a 

species, not necessarily for a good purpose.  

There are ways in which often people can talk about the social aspects of ourselves, including the ways that 

they evolved over time, in terms of evolution and the evolution of the brain, as sort of “modern” and 

somehow “better than,” and only used to control that whole “bad” kind of primal brain stem that “only 

activates” – so-called – when we’re feeling threatened. But in fact 

of course the brain stem activates for lots of other reasons as 

well. 

I just want to call this out. I can see a tendency sometimes to use 

the jargon and the shorthand in a way that is actually 

oversimplifying or over-idealizing. This then takes us down into a 

slippery slope of trouble over time professionally, and even with our clients. That phenomenon of course has 

been seen previously, in the hundred-year-or-so-long history of clinical psychology.  

“What stood out for me was 

not oversimplifying or 

idealizing the so-called 

social-engagement system.” 

“I can see a tendency 

sometimes to use the jargon 

and the shorthand in a way 

that is actually oversimplifying 

or over-idealizing.” 
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How to Respond When a Client Starts to Pull Away  

Dr. Buczynski:  Pat Ogden said that from the very first session, it’s important to work with someone’s implicit 

self. If her client has a reaction that isn’t socially engaging, like if her client tightens up or pulls away when Pat 

is speaking, she wants to have the connection recover as soon as possible.  

Can you explain what it means to help a situation to recover – some kind of a breach like that recover – and 

what you might do to help elicit that? 

Dr. Borysenko:  It’s an interesting question because doesn’t that happen to everybody in daily life? 

Somebody says something; we have a response to it and we draw back for a moment; our posture changes – 

whatever it may be.  

I don't think there’s one answer to that, other than to say to the client, “Aha! I can’t help notice but your 

posture changed,” or, “You look a little scared,” or, “You look…” whatever it is. Just simply name it, and to 

say, “Is there something that I should know here? What’s 

going on?” 

That’s just an opening because, for me, that’s not a red flag; 

that’s like a flag of “Aha! This is interesting.” That’s how I 

like to work with people: whatever it is that’s caused a moment’s discomfort, that’s the most interesting 

thing to explore at the moment.  

Sometimes it really leads to gold. I’m a great believer in whatever gets in your way at the moment is in fact 

an opening; it’s kind of a grace that can open to a better space. I’m likely to approach things from that point 

of view and just talk about it, as like, “Wow, that’s really curious. Let’s look.” 

 

How to Ease Your Client’s Fear of Therapy 

Dr. Buczynski: Shelly Harrell talked about how therapy is enhanced when you can establish a sense of shared 

humanity with someone. Even when a person just calls to set up their first appointment, she’ll engage them, 

ask them to ask any question they might have. What are some other ways to build a sense of trust in 

common humanity, either before or during the first session? 

“Whatever caused a moment’s 

discomfort is the most interesting 

thing to explore at the moment.” 
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Dr. Hanson:  First, it’s really helpful to hold in mind that the other 

person is scared. In fact, everybody’s scared. We’re really scared 

monkeys, and people are very, very vulnerable to feeling uneasy, 

apprehensive. They also just carry that with them in general – 

period.  

Giving thought to not being needlessly threatening, with people of all kinds, and in fact helping people feel 

relatively and appropriately authentically reassured, and secure, and safe is to me a generally useful thing to 

do. To kind of keep that in mind: “Others are scared too. I’m not the only person who is fearful in the room.” 

The other thing is of course is to realize, for people coming in 

the very first time into psychotherapy, it’s maybe one of the 

scariest things they’ve ever done in their life. They’re afraid of 

being revealed, they don’t know about it, they’re afraid of 

risks, exposure and so forth. It’s a really scary thing.  

It’s easy to just blow right by how scary it is for other people with the ways in which we often will just get 

into the formalities and the practical details of the first appointment. 

So those are the two things: just to keep in mind that people are anxious in general, and incoming therapy 

clients are really anxious in particular. 

I draw on the research on self-disclosure, that kind of midrange self-disclosure that’s the sweet spot of 

helping to put people at ease. I’ll speak about/sometimes I’ll mention having been in therapy myself.  

Also, normalizing the issues that people bring in: that other people have had these issues – which also is a 

way to drop in a confidence-building statement of one’s own expertise as a therapist. For example, “Oh, yes, 

I’ve certainly worked with other people with these kind of issues, usually to a good result. It’s grist for my 

mill; it’s kind of typical. It’s really fine.” 

Another thing that’s really useful is just to convey an authentic quality of 

humanness, benevolence, friendliness, a simple friendliness, without 

having to make anything more out of it than it is, but it’s real. 

The last thing, paradoxically, is the importance of setting reasonably good 

boundaries from the get-go so that you can sustain being a caring, trusting therapist.  

“For people coming in the very 

first time into psychotherapy, it’s 

maybe one of the scariest things 

they’ve ever done in their life.” 

“It’s really helpful to hold in 

mind that people are very, 

very vulnerable to feeling 

uneasy and apprehensive.” 

“Convey an authentic 

quality of humanness, 

benevolence, and a 

simple friendliness.” 
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My supervisor had a saying that he would sometimes say to his clients and he would encourage me to think 

about this: he would say to his clients, “If you make me crazy, I can’t help you.” 

In other words, for me to be able to sustain a helping stance, we 

have to kind of keep within the lines here. Those boundaries are 

actually in the service of the benevolence of the therapist and 

sustaining a good therapy.  

Dr. Buczynski:  Yes. Sometimes people think of that as protecting the work. 

Dr. Hanson:  Yes. What a lovely way to put it. Yes. 

Dr. Borysenko:  Yes. I so agree with that, the whole idea of, “I’m your therapist. I’m your therapist but I’m 

not your friend. I’m not somebody who you’re going to go out to lunch with.”  

 

How to Address Your Client’s Vulnerability So They Feel Understood 

Dr. Buczynski: Dan Siegel talked about how vulnerable people can feel during a first session, and he works 

with their vulnerability by resonating with their feelings. He wants to make sure that they feel felt.  

Can you share a story of a time when you helped/when you tried to address someone’s vulnerability? What 

did you do? How did they respond?  

Dr. Borysenko:  Absolutely – especially because so much of my experience is in health psychology and being 

with people who have a variety of illnesses, I could tell you a million vulnerability stories from people who 

come in with a life-threatening disease.  

That’s incredibly vulnerable. People are afraid always to say, “Are you afraid of dying?” – it’s like “the D 

word.” It is an incredibly vulnerable place to go. 

I do remember one gentleman who came in, and he had been in a traffic accident, and he actually ended up 

losing his left hand. It’s a very big deal; to lose a body part is to be very vulnerable. There is so much that you 

can’t do and there’s always a reminder of it.  

“Boundaries are actually in the 

service of the benevolence of 

the therapist and sustaining a 

good therapy.” 
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He had a prosthesis there, and it’s amazing; people can learn to do a lot of things, but still, people look at you 

in the grocery store.  

What happens often, when there’s a vulnerability like that, is people 

look the other way but you know they’re thinking about it, and that 

causes tension. So that’s actually where we started.  

I said, “Wow. Here you are. You’ve come to a mind-body clinic because you’re stressed,” and we talked a 

little bit about the stress. 

Then I named this; I said, “It must be quite a process to adjust to losing a hand like that and to know that 

other people are noticing that. What’s that like for you?” It’s just such a real question.  

Oftentimes the important thing with people’s deep vulnerability – one being what Rick already named – is it’s 

scary to go to therapy, it’s really scary.  

Simply to name whatever scary thing is happening, especially things that most people won’t name, like, “Hey, 

you’re dying,” or, “Gee, you’re missing a hand,” or, “Your face is scarred,” 

or whatever it is, this really puts people at ease because you’ve named the 

elephant in the room. 

Dr. Buczynski:  So if a person was dying or their face was scarred, for 

instance, would you always bring it up first? Or would you ever think about waiting until they talk about it? 

Dr. Borysenko:  It depends, Ruth. There are no hard and fast rules.  

There you are sitting with someone; the idea is of course you want things to be comfortable, you want to be 

authentic, and yes, it’s good to often wait for an opening.  

But on the other hand, sometimes it just is better to come out right away. It’s one of those things, as a 

therapist, you develop a good clinical intuition about what time is the best time to address that. 

Obviously for me, because I was running a stress disorders clinic, it gave me permission to say, “Hey, we all 

have lots of stresses, and I’m wondering about this or that stress.” Just the same way as, if I saw in 

somebody’s history that they were recently divorced, I would probably bring that up and say, “Wow, that’s a 

big stressor, you know. You look at these scales of things that are stressful.”  

“When there’s a 

vulnerability, people look 

the other way but you know 

they’re thinking about it.”  

“It really puts people 

at ease to name the 

elephant in the room.” 
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Everybody has some stressful thing. You look at the Holmes and Rahe 

Scale; there’s nobody who escapes it. Even getting married is officially 

on the stress scale, because it represents a change.  

I don't think I’ve ever offended anybody by being loving, present, 

curious, open, and also honest about naming vulnerabilities. People 

are usually pretty grateful. 

 

How to Help Clients Prepare for Emotional Experiences in Therapy 

Dr. Buczynski:  Ron Siegel talked about warning signs that we might see in the first session, and one of those 

signs would be if a client overshares. He particularly points out that if the client overshares too much in the 

first session, they might end up feeling too exposed and then not come back.  

How do you approach someone that you’re sensing might be oversharing during a first session? Can you 

share a story of that happening and what you did with it? 

Dr. Hanson:  That’s really interesting and it goes back to my sort of aborted effort at a master’s degree in 

developmental psychology. I left and went into clinical, midway through my thesis, actually, my master’s 

thesis, which was about the relationship between self-actualization and self-disclosure, which was really 

interesting. 

Going to what I was saying earlier about self-disclosure, technically in research there’s an inverted U-

curvilinear relationship between self-disclosure and mental health.  

Really low self-disclosure or really high self-disclosure is a flag for a mental health issue. But the sweet spot is 

kind of in the middle: moderate self-disclosure. Obviously that is also situational. 

I’ve definitely worked with people who suddenly start spilling the beans, and, much as I said earlier, I try to 

keep in my mind their mind, obviously. I know I’m not unique at that, and Joan certainly is one of the masters 

of that. I try to keep in mind how this is a fearful person, this is an uneasy person deep down. 

In the same way, I try to keep in mind, “How will this person replay the entire appointment, and will they 

ever come back?”  

“I’ve never offended 

anybody by being loving, 

present, curious, open, 

and also honest about 

naming vulnerabilities.” 
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Because in terms of what you said earlier, there, Ruth, about 

protecting the work, if we don’t sustain this relationship, the work, 

at least with us, is unprotected; it’s unsustained. 

Also, to realize also that for us, as therapists, we may remember the 

appointment but it’s one of six or eight or some number that day. I’ll 

go in to see physicians, let’s say, for my annual meeting or visit, and I know they won’t remember the last 

appointment. I know that they’re scanning the chart just before they walk in the door. I remember second by 

second, word by word the previous appointment I had with them because it’s so salient and memorable to 

me.  

Flip it around; clients are the same way. They remember everything, and they’re going to be replaying 

everything. They might even be telling others about what happened and then how that constructs the way it 

is for them. So taking that into account in terms of the long game, 

the long view of therapy is really useful. 

Where that has shown up with me a lot is when I work with children. 

For them to, early on, start getting swept away by emotion, including 

in a first appointment – let’s say a 10-year-old kid, or a 16-year-old, 

frankly, very often boys – if they start getting swept away by 

emotion, I know they’ll never want to come back because they’ll feel embarrassed about it. They will think, 

“Something went wrong,” or, “It was really, really uncomfortable.”  

Particularly if I’m going to have a second, third, fourth, fifth session, I will literally deliberately pull them back 

from the emotional precipice and make a joke, switch gears into maybe playing a game, take it up to 

something more conceptual, less somatic, less emotional.  

Whatever way I can to help them find an optimal – going back to developmental psychology – distance in the 

service of attachment.  

Sometimes we need to help people distance from their material in order to remain mindfully aware of it, and 

we need to help them to a comfortable distancing with us as 

therapists in order to sustain a relationship with us. 

Dr. Buczynski:  Thank you. That’s it for us for this week.  

“I try to keep in mind, How 

will this person replay the 

entire appointment, and 

will they ever come back?” 

“If they start getting swept 

away by emotion, I know 

they’ll never want to come 

back because they’ll feel 

embarrassed about it.”  

“We need to help people distance 

from their material in order to 

remain mindfully aware of it.” 
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Now we’d like to hear what you think: how are you going to use these ideas in your work today and next 

week? Please leave a comment below, and while you’re there go up and read other people’s comments as 

well, and maybe even comment on their comments. That brings our whole community together.  

Meanwhile, we’ll be back again next week. Take good care, everyone.  


